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Introduction  
 

Welcome   to   Gemini   Manage!    This   appliance-based   product   greatly   simplifies   the   installation   and  
administration   of   Splunk   and   Hadoop   based   architectures.   
Gemini   Manage   reduces   data   infrastructure   complexity   to   such   a   degree   that   expensive   IT   consultants  
time   is   reduced   to   the   bare   minimum   if   indeed   they   are   required   at   all.   The   speed   with   which   new  
Splunk   clusters   can   be   built,   maintained   and   upgraded   is   groundbreaking.  
 

New   Features  
From    Version   2.7    of   Gemini   Manage   comes   the   added   ability   to   bring   your   existing   infrastructure   into  
the   world   of   centrally   based   UI   management.    Existing   Splunk   environments   can   be   recognized   and  
imported   into   using   the    Management   Center    alongside   existing   Manage   appliances,   thus   reaching  
new   limits   in   improving   the   flexibility   of   IT   infrastructure   and   time-saving   features   that   Gemini   Manage  
offers.  
Even   if   you   do   not   currently   have   any   existing   appliances,   Gemini   Manage   offers   the   ability   to   create   a  
virtual   cluster   from   your   existing   Splunk   environment   giving   you   all   the   speed   and   flexibility   of  
managing   Splunk   in   your   environment   from   one   simple   UI.  
Existing   Splunk   instances   simply   require   a    Gemini   Agent    used   to   identify   them   in   a   new   Splunk  
Environment   within   Gemini   Manage.   
The   diagram   below   shows   Gemini   Agents   installed   on   existing   Splunk   infrastructure   that   can   be  
imported   into   the   Management   Center.  
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1.0   Overview   of   Gemini   Agents 
 

A    Gemini   Agent    is   stand-alone   software   installed   to   remote   Splunk   instances   in   order   to   use   the  
management   features   and   convenience   of   Gemini   Manage.  
Gemini   Agents   are   only   available   with    Gemini   Manage   Version   2.7    or   higher   and   are   delivered   to   the  
remote   Linux   Splunk   environments   from   a   discrete   link   to   the    Management   Center .  
The    Management   Center    within   Gemini   Manage   will   then   be   used   to   administer   and   view   all   Gemini  
Agents   alongside   Manage   Appliances(if   present).   The   Gemini   Agent   is   not   configured   with   an  
available   web   interface   or   CLI   interface.   
 
Benefits   of   Gemini   Agents  
Installing   a   Gemini   Agent   to   an   existing   Splunk   environment   will   enable   the   following   benefits   of  
Gemini     Manage    software.  

● Ability   to   create   new   Splunk   indexer   and   Search   Head   clusters  

● Ability   to   add/remove   Splunk   cluster   members  

● Ability   to   install,   maintain   and   upgrade   Splunk   software   from   a   central   location.  

● Ability   to   adopt   existing   Splunk   instances   and   clusters  

 
Known   Issues   and   Restrictions   -   Read   before   progressing  
Customer   installations   of   Splunk   can   vary   and   there   are   currently   certain   configurations   that   will  
prevent   the   Gemini   Agent   from   operating   correctly.   It   is   important   that   you   read   and   understand   these  
issues   before   you   proceed   with   the   Agent   installation.  

● If   Splunk   is   operating   using   the    systemd    form   of   system   management,   the   Gemini   Agent   will  
be   unable   to   restart   Splunk.   The   presence   of   this   file:    /etc/systemd/system/Splunkd.service  
will   verify   that   this   system   is   in   operation.  

The   use   of    initd    as   a   form   of   system   management   is   the   only   one   currently   supported.  

● If   the    Cluster   Master    and    Deployer    are   sharing   the   same   instance,   adoption   of   the   remote  
cluster   will   fail.   These   two   important   Splunk   roles   should   be   running   as   independent   instances.  

For   further   details   on   these   issues,   or   if   you   are   unsure   about   the   suitability   of   your   remote   installation  
of   Splunk,   please   contact    support@geminidata.com  

 

Splunk   Interface   detail  
A    Gemini   Agent    is   designed   to   be   installed   on   a   target   host   running   Splunk   software   and   will   connect  
over   TCP   (port   4444).   It   can   be   installed   by   any   standard   user,   ie.   user=splunk,   providing   this   account  
has   elevated   privileges   on   the   host   device.   A   Splunk   admin   account   and   password   will   also   need   to   be  
provided   during   installation.  
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2.0   Prerequisites   for   Installation  
2.1   Supported   Operating   Systems  
Currently,   only   the   Linux   OS   is   supported   by   the    Gemini   Agent .   The   supported   Linux   OS   must   meet  
the   following   criteria:  

● x86   64bit   architecture.  
● Linux   3.x   and   4.x   kernel   version.  
● systemd    is   used   as   system   and   service   management  

The   following   Linux   distributions   have   been   tested   and   are   therefore   recommended:  
● RHEL   7  
● CentOS   7  
● Ubuntu   18.04   LTS  
● Ubuntu   19.10  
● Debian   10  

 

Note  The   Gemini   Agent   is   not   currently   available   for   Windows   OS.  

 

2.2   System   Requirements   on   the   Target   Host  
2.2.1    The   following   resources   are   required   by    Gemini   Agent :  

● Memory:        20   MB   RAM  
● Disk   Space:   200   MB  

2.2.2    Minimum   resource   recommended   for   the   system   environment:  
● Memory:         4   GB   RAM  
● Disk   Space:   1GB   (required   for   installation   and   temp   space   during   upgrades)  
● Access   to   port   4444   from   the   Management   Center   appliance.  

 
2.2.3    An   account   with   privileged   access   is   required   for    Gemini   Agent    installation   and   service   control.  
 
2.2.4    It   is   highly   recommended   that   the   host   is   running   time   synchronization,   ie.   the   NTP   service  
 
Verify   that   your   Splunk   host   has   the   above   dependencies   before   continuing   with   the   installation   of   a  
Gemini   Agent    on   your   target   machine.  
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3.0   Installation   of   Gemini   Agent 
 

The   Gemini   Agent   installation   can   only   take   place   if   the   Management   Center   is   operating   at   Version  
2.7   or   higher,   and   the    agent   distribution    mechanism   has   been   enabled.   
In   the   first   section   ( Step   3.1)    we   enable   the    agent   distribution    feature.  
The   following   sections   ( Steps   3.2   -   3.4)    describe   the    agent   installation    process   itself.   
 

 

3.1   Management   Center   -   Enable   Gemini   Agent   distribution  
The   ability   to   distribute    Gemini   Agents    is   disabled   at   the   Management   Center   by   default.   
To   enable   the    Gemini   Agent   distribution    feature   and   receive   confirmation   of   the   download   URI;  
 
Login   at   the   terminal   interface   of   your    Management   Center    appliance   using   the   ‘ sbox ’   account,   and  
type   the   following   command;  
  

sbox   agent   --download-link  

 
This   will   return   the    download   URI    link   which   can   be   used   at   any   remote   instance.    Be   sure   to   copy  
this   for   easy   reference.   
 

[sbox@gemini-1c8d22   ~]$   sbox   agent   --download-link  

https://10.2.x.x:4444/uno/repos/agent/gemini-agent-20.03-4.tar.gz  

 
Alternatively,   please   obtain   the   latest    Gemini   Agent    binary   from    support@geminidata.com  
 

 

 

3.2   Gemini   Agent    -   Prerequisites   (Splunk   Host)  
There   are   a   number   of   checks   to   make   to   ensure   that   this   is   a   suitable   environment   for   Splunk   and   the  
Gemini   Agent   to   work   effectively.  

● Ensure   the    Management   Center    has   the    Gemini   Agent    feature   enabled   (Step   3.1)  
● Ensure   that   port   4444   is   allowed   on   the   network.  
● Ensure   that   this   instance   conforms   to   an    NTP    standard   or   similar   (Splunk   requirement)  

 
3.2.1    At   your   chosen   Splunk   host(Linux),   login   as   the    Splunk    owner   account,   and    sudo    if   elevated  

privileges   are   required.  
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3.2.2      Verify   that   the   firewall   on   this   host   device   is   either   non   active   or   allows   TCP   in/out   on    Port   4444  

  using   a   combination   of   the   following   commands  
  

systemctl   status   firewalld  

 
Use   either   of   these   commands   to   verify   open   ports   or   to   verify   the   route   through   to   the  
Management   Center  

nmap   utility:     nc   -vz   <ip_address_of_management_center>   4444  
netstat:          netstat   -na   (check   for   0.0.0.0:4444   LISTEN)  

 
Note:    you   may   need   to   install   net-tools   or   nmap   to   use   these   commands.   

 
3.2.3      Verify   that   this   instance   is   using   a   suitable   form   of    time   synchronization ,   vital   for   Splunk.  

Investigate   whether   the   NTP   service   is   running   and   the   contents   of   the   ntp.conf   file   in   use   and  
   if   necessary   start   the    ntpd    service.    Use   the   following   commands   to   assist   with   this;   

systemctl   status   ntpd.service  

cat   /etc/ntp.conf  

systemctl   start   ntpd.service  

 
For   assistance   with   any   of   the   above   prerequisites,   please   refer   to   your   SysAdmin,   or   contact  
support@geminidata.com   

 

3.3   Install   and   configure   the   Gemini   Agent   (Splunk   Host)  
From   the   terminal   of   the   Splunk   host   machine,   navigate   to   the    /opt    directory   and   using    curl,    transfer  
the    gemini-agent    tarball   from   the   Management   Center   using   the   download-link   URI   (refer   to   Step   3.1)  
 

cd   /opt  
 
curl   -k   -O   <Download-Link   URI>  
 
ie.   curl   -k   -O  
https://10.2.70.65:4444/uno/repos/agent/gemini-agent-20.03-4.tar.gz  
 

 
Alternatively   download   the    gemini-agent    tarball   from   the   Management   Center   appliance   and   use   scp  
to   copy   it   to   the   /opt/   directory   of   your   Splunk   host   
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Unpack   the    gemini-agent    tarball   into   a   suitable   destination   folder,   we   recommend   using   the    /opt  
directory   as   shown   below   which   will   unpack   the   Gemini   Agent   into   the    /opt / gemini    folder.  

tar   -zxvf   gemini-agent-<agent-version>.tar.gz   -C   /opt  

 
 
Run   the   following   command   with    root    privilege   to   complete   the   installation:  

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   start   

 
An   output   screen   will   follow   with   several   questions.   Either   accept   the   defaults   or   override   with   new  
details   accordingly;  

● Has   Splunk   installed?   [yes]:   
Select   ‘enter’   to   accept   the   default,   or   type   ‘no’   if   appropriate.  

● Installed   $SPLUNK_HOME?   [/opt/splunk]:   
Select   ‘enter’   to   confirm   or   type   an   alternative   directory   where   Splunk   is  
installed.  

● Splunk   admin   user   [admin]:   
Select   ‘enter’   to   confirm,   or   use   another   user   you   have   created   with   admin  
rights.  

● Splunk   admin   password:    
Type   the   password   for   the   above   account.  
 

On   completion,   the   screen   should   resemble   the   example   below.    Ensure   that   the   last   line   reads;  
       ‘    +     API   is   running ’   
This   confirms   that   the   installation   has   completed   successfully   and   that   the   agent   service   is   running.  
 

Confirmed,   splunk_admin_password   of   Splunk:  
$6$49lpyBD2MjORlvw5$TZoqRf6iWo.GEjJQNsjYRCkKAQanvbKYty7T.d0yazt 
l8GRdN5Sk5u06NPkVhPVCRSFjx.NutFv71PyIT6EDl1  

+   deployment   file   generated.  

+   Api   is   not   running  

 

+   systemd   start   service...  

+   API   is   running  

 
This   process   is   also   applicable   to   host   machines   without   Splunk   installed   providing   Splunk   is  
subsequently   installed   with   the   attributes   specified   during   the   Gemini   Agent   installation.   
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3.4   Gemini   Agent   -   CLI   options   at   the   Splunk   host  

agent   status  
If   at   any   time   you   want   to   verify   whether   the    Gemini   Agent    service   is   active,   use   the   following  
command;  

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   status  

 
A   typical   response   from   this   command   should   show   the    Active:   active   (running)    message  

 
 

agent   --version  
If   at   any   time   you   wish   to   know   which    Gemini     Agent    version   is   active   on   this   instance,   run   the  
following   command   to   return   the   date   of   the   Agent   release.   Note,   that   this   does   not   require   privileged  
access   to   run;  

/opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   --version  

 
 

agent   restart  
If   you   wish   to   restart   the   existing   Gemini   Agent   service,   run   the   following   command;  
 

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   restart  

 
 

agent   configure  
If   you   wish   to   go   through   the   initial   Gemini   Agent   configuration   script   again,   for   instance   if   the   local  
Splunk   admin   password   has   been   changed,   run   the   following   command;  
 

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   configure  

 

agent   uninstall  
If   for   any   reason   you   need   to   uninstall   the    Gemini   Agent    use   the   following   command.    Note   that   in  
order   to   upgrade   the   Gemini   Agent   it   is   first   required   that   the   existing   Gemini   Agent   is   first   uninstalled.  
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sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   uninstall  

 
 

agent   stop/start  
If   you   need   to   stop   or   start   the   agent   manually,   use   the   following   commands;  
 

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   stop  

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   start  

 
 

 

3.5   Gemini   Agent   -   Troubleshooting  
For   any   local   issues   regarding   the   Gemini   Agent   on   the   Splunk   host,   the   CLI   commands   above   should  
help.   
If   required,   more   assistance   can   be   obtained   from   log   files   in   the    /opt/gemini/agent/admin/var/log  
directory.  
For   issues   regarding   the   ingestion   of   Splunk   Clusters   using   JSON   Manifest   files,   locate   the    FATAL.log  
file   found   on   the    Management   Center    instance   in   the    /var/log/gemini/admin/    directory.  
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4.0   Adding   Gemini   Agents   to   the   Management   Center 
 

To   add    Gemini   Agents    into   the   Gemini    Management   Center ,   they   need   to   be   made   available   as  
‘ Unassigned   Nodes ’   before   re-assignment   to   an   existing   Splunk   Environment,   or   for   the   creation   of   a  
new   Splunk   Environment.   
There   are   several   ways   of   adding    Gemini   Agents    to   the   list   of    Unassigned   Nodes    depending   on   the  
number   and   type   involved;   

● Add   a   pre-existing   Splunk   Indexer   Cluster    -   Use   for   a   complete   remote   Indexer   Cluster  
● Add   a   pre-existing   Splunk   Search   Head   Cluster    -   Use   for   a   complete   remote   Search   Head  

Cluster  
● Add   a   group   of   standalone   Splunk   instances    -   Use   for   standalone   Search   Heads,   and   other  

instances   such   as   a   Heavy   Forwarder,   Monitoring   Console,   etc.  

 

4.1   Add   a   pre-existing   Splunk   Indexer   Cluster  
Select   the   ‘ +     Add   Node ’   button   from   the    Splunk   Environments    dashboard   of   the    Management  
Center    to   locate   the    JSON   manifest    templates.  
 

 
 
Select   the   ‘ Sample   Indexer   Cluster   Manifest ’   to   download   the   appropriate   manifest   file.   This   should  
be   opened   in   a    suitable   text   editor   for   the   JSON   language.  
After   reading   the   instructions   given   at   the   beginning   of   the   file,   complete   the   manifest   using   the   correct  
JSON   format.  
Verify   the   following   before   saving   the   manifest.  

● You   have   used   an   appropriate    Cluster   Name    to   identify   the   cluster .  
● All   entries   have   been   made   using   valid   JSON   formatting   ( https://jsonlint.com )  
● The    hostname    values   are   all   valid   DNS   names  
● You   have   included   all   members   of   the   Indexer   Cluster  
● The   ‘ secret ’   refers   to   the    Indexer   Clustering   secret    key  

 
A   working   example   of   the   Indexer   Cluster   manifest   can   be   seen   below;  
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{  
     "name":   "Remote_prod_IDXCluster",  
     "type":   "SPLUNK_INDEXER",  
     "nodes":   [  

{  
   "hostname":   "splunk-cm.geminidata.com",  
   "ip":   "10.1.5.193",  
   "role":   "CLUSTER_MASTER",  

                 "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
                 "splunk_user":   "splunk",  
                 "splunk_auth":   {  
                    "username":   "admin",  
                    "password":   "changeyou"  
                                }  

},  
{  
"hostname":   "splunkidx-01.geminidata.com",  
"ip":   "10.1.5.190",  
"role":   "CLUSTER_PEER",  

 "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
 "splunk_user":   "splunk",  
 "splunk_auth":   {  
                    "username":   "admin",  
                    "password":   "changeyou"  
                                }  

},  
{  
"hostname":   "splunkidx-02.geminidata.com",  
"ip":   "10.1.5.191",  
"role":   "CLUSTER_PEER",  

 "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
 "splunk_user":   "splunk",  
 "splunk_auth":   {  
                    "username":   "admin",  
                    "password":   "changeyou"  
                                }  

},  
{  
"hostname":   "splunkidx-03.geminidata.com",  
"ip":   "10.1.5.20",  
"role":   "CLUSTER_PEER",  

 "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
 "splunk_user":   "splunk",  
 "splunk_auth":   {  
                    "username":   "admin",  
                    "password":   "changeyou"  
                                }  
          },  
          {  

"hostname":   "splunkidx-04.geminidata.com",  
"ip":   "10.1.5.21",  
"role":   "CLUSTER_PEER",  

 "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
 "splunk_user":   "splunk",  
 "splunk_auth":   {  
                    "username":   "admin",  
                    "password":   "changeyou"  
                                }  
 

}  
],  

 "secret":   "idxcluster"  
}  
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When   complete,   the   saved   file   can   simply   be   dropped   into   the   box   marked,  

‘ Drop   package   here   or    click   to   choose    the   file   from   your   computer ’.   
 
Alternatively,   use   the   highlighted   ‘ click   to   choose ’   link   to   locate   and   upload   the   file.  
Select   the   ‘ Add ’   button   to   complete   the   process.    Refresh    the   browser   to   confirm   the   latest   list   of  
‘ Unassigned   Nodes ’,   an   example   is   given   below.  

 
For   issues   regarding   the   ingestion   of   Splunk   Clusters   using   JSON   Manifest   files,   locate   the    FATAL.log  
file   found   on   the    Management   Center    instance   in   the    /var/log/gemini/admin/    directory.  
 

4.2   Add   a   pre-existing   Splunk   Search   Head   Cluster  
Select   the   ‘ +     Add   Node ’   button   from   the    Splunk   Environments    dashboard   of   the    Management  
Center    and   locate   the    JSON   manifest    templates.  
Select   the   ‘ Sample   Search   Head   Cluster   Manifest ’   to   download   the   appropriate   manifest   file.   This  
should   be   opened   in   a   suitable   text   editor   for   the   JSON   language.  
After   reading   the   instructions   given   at   the   beginning   of   the   file   complete   the   manifest   using   the   correct  
JSON   format.  
Verify   the   following   before   saving   the   manifest.  

● You   have   used   an   appropriate    Search   Head   Cluster   Name    to   identify   the   cluster.   
● All   entries   have   been   made   using   valid   JSON   formatting   ( https://jsonlint.com )  
● You   have   included   all   members   of   the   Search   Head   Cluster.   Note   that   standalone   Search  

Heads   are   handled   with   the   Standalone   Nodes   Manifest.  
● The    hostname    values   are   valid   DNS   names  

A   working   example   of   the   Search   Head   Cluster   manifest   can   be   seen   below;  
 

{  
"name":   "Remote_prod_SHC",  
"type":   "SPLUNK_SHC",  
"nodes":   [  

{  
"hostname":   "splunk-dep.geminidata.com",  
"ip":   "10.1.5.25",  
"role":   "SHC_DEPLOYER",  

               "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
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               "splunk_user":   "splunk",  
               "splunk_auth":   {  
                  "username":   "admin",  
                  "password":   "changeyou"  
                             }  

},  
{  
"hostname":   "splunk-sh2.geminidata.com",  
"ip":   "10.1.5.22",  
"role":   "SHC_MEMBER",  

               "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
               "splunk_user":   "splunk",  
               "splunk_auth":   {  
                  "username":   "admin",  
                  "password":   "changeyou"  
                             }  

},  
{  
"hostname":   "splunk-sh3.geminidata.com",  
"ip":   "10.1.5.23",  
"role":   "SHC_MEMBER",  

               "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
               "splunk_user":   "splunk",  
               "splunk_auth":   {  
                  "username":   "admin",  
                  "password":   "changeyou"  
                             }  

},  
{  
"hostname":   "splunk-sh4.geminidata.com",  
"ip":   "10.1.5.24",  
"role":   "SHC_MEMBER",  

               "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
               "splunk_user":   "splunk",  
               "splunk_auth":   {  
                  "username":   "admin",  
                   "password":   "changeyou"  
                             }  

}  
],  

     "secret":   "shcluster",  
     "indexer_secret":   "idxcluster"  
}  

 
When   complete,   the   saved   file   can   simply   be   dropped   into   the   box   marked,  

‘ Drop   package   here   or    click   to   choose    the   file   from   your   computer ’.   
 
Alternatively,   use   the   highlighted   ‘ click   to   choose ’   link   to   locate   and   upload   the   file.  
Select   the   ‘ Add ’   button   to   complete   the   process.    Refresh    the   browser   before   confirming   the   latest   list  
of   ‘ Unassigned   Nodes ’.  
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For   issues   regarding   the   ingestion   of   Splunk   Clusters   using   JSON   Manifest   files,   locate   the    FATAL.log  
file   found   on   the    Management   Center    instance   in   the    /var/log/gemini/admin/    directory.  

 

4.3   Add   standalone   Splunk   Instances  
This   could   be   used   for   bringing   in   standalone   Search   Heads,   Heavy   Forwarders,   a   License   Manager  
or   a   Deployment   Server   into   a   Splunk   Environment.  
Select   the   ‘ +     Add   Node ’   button   from   the    Splunk   Environments    dashboard   of   the    Management  
Center    and   locate   the    JSON   manifest    templates.  
Select   the   ‘ Sample   Standalone   Nodes   Manifest ’   to   download   the   appropriate   manifest   file.   This  
should   be   opened   in   a   suitable   text   editor   for   the   JSON   language.  
After   reading   the   instructions   given   at   the   beginning   of   the   file,   list   all   the   Nodes   you   want   adding   using  
valid   JSON   formatting.    Save   the   file   on   completion.   
A   working   example   of   the   Standalone   Nodes   Manifest   is   shown   below   for   two   Splunk   instances.  

 

   {  
 
     "type":   "STANDALONE_NODE",  
     "nodes":   [  
         {  
             "hostname":   "splunk-sh1.geminidata.com",  
             "ip":   "10.1.5.192",  
             "splunk_auth":   {  
                 "username":   "admin",  
                 "password":   "changeyou"  
             },  
             "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
             "splunk_user":   "splunk"  
         },  
         {  
             "hostname":   "splunk-ds.geminidata.com",  
             "ip":   "10.1.5.26",  
             "splunk_auth":   {  
                 "username":   "admin",  
                 "password":   "changeyou"  
             },  
             "splunk_home":   "/opt/splunk",  
             "splunk_user":   "splunk"  
         }  
                ]  
}  
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Tip  
To   ensure   that   your   JSON   is   correct,   use   a   third   party   validator   such   as  
https://jsonlint.com   

 
When   complete,   the   saved   file   can   simply   be   dropped   into   the   box   marked;  

‘ Drop   package   here   or    click   to   choose    the   file   from   your   computer ’.   
Alternatively,   use   the   highlighted    ‘ click   to   choose ’   link   to   locate   and   upload   the   file.  
Select   the   ‘ Add ’   button   to   complete   the   process.    Refresh    the   browser   before   confirming   the   latest   list  
of   ‘ Unassigned   Nodes ’.  
For   issues   regarding   the   ingestion   of   Splunk   Clusters   using   JSON   Manifest   files,   locate   the    FATAL.log  
file   found   on   the    Management   Center    instance   in   the    /var/log/gemini/admin/    directory.  
 

4.4   Assigning   Unassigned   Nodes   and   Clusters   to   a   Splunk   Environment  
In   order   for    Gemini   Manage    to   control   the   remote    Gemini   Agents    on   either   standalone   Splunk  
instances   or   complete   Splunk   clusters,   we   have   to   assign   them   to   a    Splunk   Environment .  
It   is   always   recommended   to   assign   a    complete   external   remote   cluster    to   a   new    Splunk  
Environment,    in   order     to   separate   it   from   existing   Appliance   clusters   and   potentially   other   remote  
Splunk   Clusters   in   Manage.   
If   your    Splunk   Environment    does   already   exist,   simply   add   the    Unassigned   Nodes    to   that   existing  
environment,   using   the   ‘ Assign   to   Environment’    button.   

Most   cases   though   will   fall   into   two   categories;  
● This   is   the   first   remote   Splunk   Splunk   cluster   you   want   to   migrate   into   the   Management   Center  
● There   is   a   need   for   another   Splunk   Environment   for   a   separate   remote   Splunk   Cluster  

In   order   to   achieve   either   of   these,   you   will   first   need   to   create   a   new   ‘ Splunk   Environment’    in   which  
it   can   reside.  
This   new    Splunk   Environment    will   be   in   the   form   of   a   ‘ shell   environment ’   where   the   cluster   can  
reside.  

 

4.4.1   Creating   a   ‘shell   environment’  
This   process   is   necessary   to   create   a   ‘ shell ’   environment   for   our   remote   clusters   and   standalone  
instances.   The   minimum   detail   is   required   using   the   built-in   wizard.  
Select   the   ‘ +   Build   Environment ’   button   from   the    Splunk   Environments    dashboard   of   the  
Management   Center .  

● Deployment   Type   
Select   ‘ Deploy   Multi-Use   Environment ’   

● Environment   Name  
Create   a   suitable   name   for   the   external   Splunk   cluster,   maybe   use   words   which   define   its  
location,   ie.   Building   1,   NY_East,   Remote_SiteA.    This   is   simply   a   label   and   can   therefore  
include   spaces   etc.  

● Available   Sites   
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Enter   the   appropriate   site   names   for   this   remote   cluster.   Typically,   ‘ site1 ’   is   used   for   a  
single-site   cluster,   although   multi-site   clusters   will   have   additional   site   names.   Select    ‘ enter ’   to  
register   each   site   name   here.  

● Splunk   Software  
This   is   not   strictly   relevant   as   Splunk   is   already   installed   and   will   not   be   changed   during   this  
process,   however,   this   will   need   to   be   selected   in   order   to   move   on   to   the   next   section.    Select  
any   binary   here   in   order   to   move   on.  

Select   the   ‘ Organize   Cluster ’   button   at   the   bottom   of   the   dashboard   to   reveal   the   ‘ Create  
Environment’    screen,   but   make   no   changes   here.   

Select   the    ‘Organize   Nodes ’   button   to   progress   to   the   ‘ Available   Nodes ’   dashboard   where   once  
again   we   make   no   changes.  
Select   the   ‘ Locate   Nodes ’   button,   leave   all   settings   unchanged,   and   select   the   ‘ Deploy ’   button   to  
create   our   new   Splunk   Environment.  
Return   to   the    Splunk   Environments    dashboard   to   confirm   the   existence   of   a   new    Splunk  
Environment.  

 

4.4.2   Assigning   an   external   Splunk   Cluster   to   an   Environment  
We   now   have   a   new    Splunk   Environment    into   which   we   can   add   our   external   Splunk   Cluster.   
Open   the    Splunk   Environments    dashboard   from   the    Management   Center    and   highlight   the  
Unassigned   Splunk   Cluster(s) .  
Select   the   ‘ Add   to   Environment ’   button   to   reveal   a   list   of   available   Splunk   Environments   in   the  
right-hand   pane.   Choose   the   appropriate   environment,   and   select   the   ‘ Assign ’   button   to   complete   the  
process.  
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The    Splunk   Environments    dashboard   should   now   show   the   complete   remote   clusters   inside   our   new  
Splunk   Environment.  
 

 

 

4.4.3   Assigning   Splunk   Standalone   Nodes  
If   you   have   standalone   Search   Heads,   or   other   Splunk   instances   that   you   have   added   here   as   part   of  
the   remote   cluster,   select   these   ‘ Unassigned   Nodes ’   and   assign   them   to   a   relevant   environment  
using   the   ‘ Assign   to   Environment ’   button.  
 
For   more   details   regarding   other   features   and   functions   that   are   available   for   managing   your   remote  
Splunk   clusters   using   the    Gemini   Management   Center ,   such   as   upgrading   Splunk,   please   refer   to  
the    Gemini   Appliance   Administration   Guide   Ver   2.7  
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5.0   Upgrading   the   Gemini   Agent 
 

Gemini   Agents   may   need   to   be   upgraded   when   new   features   are   required.   This   process   will   involve  
three   stages,   and   will   require   privileged   access   to   the   host   machine;  
● Stopping   the   agent   service  
● Uninstall   the   existing   Gemini   Agent   
● Installation   of   the   new   agent  
 
Login   to   the   console   of   your   remote   Splunk   agent   host   using   SSH.  
Stop   and   uninstall   the   existing   Gemini   Agent   using   the   following   commands:  

 

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   stop  

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   uninstall  

 
The   process   is   similar   to   that   outlined   in    Step   3.3 .    Start   by   using   one   of   the   options   below   to   upload  
the   new   agent   binary;  
 
Option   1:    Use   ‘ curl ’   to   obtain   it   from   the   Management   Center   (if   at   the   latest   version);  

cd   /opt  

 

curl   -k   -O   <Download-Link   URI>  

 

ie.   curl   -k   -O  
https://10.2.70.65:4444/uno/repos/agent/gemini-agent-20.03-4.tar.gz  

 
 
Option   2:     Use   ‘ scp ’   to   copy   it   from   your   workstation   to   the    /opt    directory  

scp   gemini-agent-<agent-version>.tar.gz   <account>@<agent_host>:/opt  

 
Unpack   the    gemini-agent    tarball   into   a   suitable   destination   folder,   we   recommend   using   the    /opt  
directory   as   shown   below   which   will   unpack   the   Gemini   Agent   into   the    /opt / gemini    folder.  

tar   -zxvf   gemini-agent-<agent-version>.tar.gz   -C   /opt  

 
Run   the   following   command   with    root    privilege   to   complete   the   installation:  
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sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   start   

 
An   output   screen   will   follow   with   several   questions.   Either   accept   the   defaults   or   override   with   new  
details   accordingly;  

● Has   Splunk   installed?   [yes]:   
Select   ‘enter’   to   accept   the   default,   or   type   ‘no’   if   appropriate.  

● Installed   $SPLUNK_HOME?   [/opt/splunk]:   
Select   ‘enter’   to   confirm   or   type   an   alternative   directory   where   Splunk   is  
installed.  

● Splunk   admin   user   [admin]:   
Select   ‘enter’   to   confirm,   or   use   another   user   you   have   created   with   admin  
rights.  

● Splunk   admin   password:    
Type   the   password   for   the   above   account.  
 

On   completion,   the   screen   should   resemble   the   example   below.    Ensure   that   the   last   line   reads;  
       ‘    +     API   is   running ’   
This   confirms   that   the   installation   has   completed   successfully   and   that   the   agent   service   is   running.  
 

Confirmed,   splunk_admin_password   of   Splunk:  
$6$49lpyBD2MjORlvw5$TZoqRf6iWo.GEjJQNsjYRCkKAQanvbKYty7T.d0yazt 
l8GRdN5Sk5u06NPkVhPVCRSFjx.NutFv71PyIT6EDl1  

+   deployment   file   generated.  

+   Api   is   not   running  

 

+   systemd   start   service...  

+   API   is   running  

 
Refer   to   the    3.0   Installation   of   Gemini   Agent    section   for   more   details   if   required.  

The   latest   details   and   information   on    Gemini   Agents    can   be   obtained   from;  
http://support.geminidata.com  
support@geminidata.com  
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6.0   Troubleshooting   Gemini   Agent   installation  
 

 

Problem   1:  Can't   create   directory   "/root/.splunk":   Permission   denied  
 

Solutions:  Download   and   unpack   the   agent   to   the   /opt/   directory   as   the   splunk  
user.  

Navigate   to   the    /opt/gemini/agent/bin/    directory   as   the   splunk   user,  
and   run    ./install    command.   You   will   have   to   enter   the   admin   password  
4-5   times   to   complete   the   systemd   configuration   manually.  

Now   run   the    ./configure    command.   This   should   result   in   the   successful  
‘ Setting   File   generated ’   message.   

 
 

Problem   2:  ‘Setting   file   generation   failed.’    message   at   the   end   of   the   install.  
 

Solutions:   As   root   user,   check   that   a   /root/.splunk   directory   exists.   
 
If   this   directory   does   not   exist:   
Login   as   root   and   create   this   directory   as   root   user.  
Login   as   $SPLUNK_HOME   owner   (ie.   splunk)   and   re-run   the  
/opt/gemini/agent/bin/configure   program  

 

Problem   3:  Can   not   install   the   Gemini   Agent   to   the   host,   as   the   ‘file   already  
exists’  
 

Solutions:  The   Gemini   Agent   is   already   present,   maybe   as   an   earlier   version.  
Remove   the   /opt/gemini   folder   using   the   following   command,   and   then  
attempt   the   install   procedure   (Step   3.3)  
sudo   rm   -rf   /opt/gemini  

 

Problem   4:  Can   not   upload   the   JSON   Manifest.   A   warning   triangle   appears.  

Solutions:  Restart   the   Gemini   Agent   at   the   Cluster   Master   of   the   remote   Splunk  
instances   then   try   the   Manifest   upload   again;  
 
cd   /opt/gemini/agent/bin  
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systemctl   restart   gemini-agent  
Enter   password   when   prompted  

 

Problem   5:  Need   to   access   the   log   files  

Solutions:  SSH   to   the    Management   Center    console   as   the   ‘ sbox ’   user.   Navigate  
to   the   / var/log/gemini/admin    directory   and   investigate   the   following;  
 
FATAL.log  
ERROR.log  
DEBUG.log  
 

 

 

 

 

 

7.0   Additional   Support  
 

To   access   the    Gemini   Support    Documentation   and   Knowledge   Base,   or   to   open   a   support   ticket,  
please   visit    https://support.geminidata.com    or   contact    support@geminidata.com  

Use   this   site   frequently   to   check   for   updates,   patches   and   other   information   related   to   your   appliance.   
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